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Abstract 

 
Difficulties in software architecture design come from 

the lack of analysis tools to assist the architect in detecting 
system errors. Current approaches in architecture design 
such as Architectural Description Languages (ADLs) are 
often limited by the way they tackle quality issues separately 
and only in one viewpoint. None of them addresses analysis 
and verification of distributed architecture with a global 
approach from functional design (i.e. liveliness or safety 
properties) to its deployment in distributed environments 
(i.e. the environment provides containers and servers to 
host functional components), and their non-functional 
qualities (i.e. performance, reliability). 

This paper presents our new language for Modeling the 
Engineering Viewpoint of ODP systems (MODERN) 
supporting the integrated analysis for different quality 
properties of RM-ODP systems. Those qualities range from 
structural and behavioral properties (such as the assembly 
correctness and the liveness properties) to the quality of 
services properties (ex. performance).  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

RM-ODP (Reference Model for Open Distributed 
Processing) [1,2] is an International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) ‘s standard for modeling distributed 
systems based on separation of concerns of stakeholders. 
Although RM-ODP provides rich concepts for modeling 
distributed systems, it does not provide tools and methods 
for analysis and verification of software quality properties. 

In this reference model, ODP provides five viewpoints 
where each one represents one concern. The Enterprise 
viewpoint describes client needs and organization policy, 
the Information viewpoint describes system data, the 
Computational viewpoint describes business functionality, 
the Engineering viewpoint describes mechanism supporting 
distributed communication and Technology viewpoint 
describes technology utilization. However, although this 
reference model provides rich concepts for modeling 
distributed systems in accordance with the different 
viewpoints, it does not provide languages and tools for 
modeling and analyzing software qualities. 

This work presents our new language MODERN to 
specify the technical architecture of ODP system, which is 
specified in the Engineering viewpoint. Actually, the 
Engineering viewpoint is one of the most important 
viewpoints in ODP system. In this viewpoint, concerns such 
as the distribution, the technical concern should be specified 
in this level. Quality assurance is important in this phrase, 
which helps to detect conception faults before the 
implementation choices. 

The MODERN language is expected to provide a 
number of advantages by supporting the integrated analysis. 
Firstly, analysis tools can be integrated in the same analysis 
environment. Secondly, the specifications of different 
analysis concerns are consistent between them. Third, one 
unique language is used to address the different analysis 
concerns. 

The paper will be organised as following: in the Section 
2, we introduce the motivation of our work. After, we 
present the MODERN language, which support the 
integrated analysis capacity in the Section 3. Later, we will 
illustrate our approach with case study and present quickly 
our prototype in the Section 4.  Afterward, we will compare 
our work to related work in the architectural modeling. 
Finally, we conclude and give some perspectives of our 
work.  

 
2. Motivation & Problems 
2.1 Why a new language for Engineering 
viewpoint? 

The engineering viewpoint focuses on mechanisms and 
functions required to support distributed interactions 
between components in the system. This viewpoint is 
important because it addresses the problems of component 
interactions: how the infrastructure and communication 
mechanisms support distributed interaction. 

In RM-ODP reference model, no languages or tools are 
defined. The architects are free to choose their own 
methods. In fact, we can use the languages like UML[9], or 
the architectural description languages (ADLs)[8] to specify 
the Engineering viewpoint. However, as we will see in the 
following, those languages fail to model the different 
aspects of the ODP’s Engineering viewpoint. Moreover, 



 

they do not provide sufficient capacity of analysis for the 
distributed system architecture. 

The first choice is highly used in the industry whereas 
the second choice is studied much in the research field. The 
UML language, in their latest version 2.0, provides graphic 
notations for modeling systems. We can access to its 
dynamic diagrams such as interaction diagram or state chart 
diagram. However, analysis tools are not supported for 
UML diagrams. Moreover, concerns such as quality of 
service assurance are not considered when using this 
language. 

The architectural description languages, in other hand, 
can provide effective analysis tool. Wright provides 
analysis tools such as type checking analysis [10], assembly 
correctness and behavioral verification. However, it does 
not address the quality of service analysis. Rapide provides 
simulation capacity but does not provide also this kind of 
analysis. AADL (The SAE Avionics Architecture 
Description Language) [31] is a powerful language that 
provides also a range of the quality analysis such as the 
dependability properties such as performance or security. 
However, no means is provided to take into account the new 
quality property analysis. 

 
2.2 Why do we need integrated analysis ? 

We define integrated analysis is the capacity of 
satisfying a well range of quality properties of the system 
architecture. It is composed of four analysis aspects: the 
structural aspect analysis, the behavior aspect analysis, the 
deployment aspect analysis and the quality of service aspect 
analysis of the component architecture. 

The integrated analysis is required when we specify the 
Engineering viewpoint because it will help us to identify 
globally the different kinds of potential conception errors of 
the system. When dealing with distributed system, the 
architects interest not only in the functionality of the system 
but also to the mechanism of deployment of the system in 
the distributed environment.  

The integrated analysis can bring many advantages for 
the architects. The integrated analysis approach has the 
following qualities: 

• Integrated: number of quality properties can be 
analyzed in the same and unique environment. 

• Consistence: specification of the architecture is 
consistence in accordance to Engineering concepts. 
Different concepts in the language are verified to 
assure the consistence between them.    

• Unified: One unique language is used to support 
different analysis aspect of the architecture. The 

architects reduce their effort in learning different 
notions when dealing with analysis problems. 

 
2.3 The integrated analysis problems 

In our research, we have identified the following analysis 
problems needed take into account when specifying the 
Engineering viewpoint: 

• Concerning the structural aspect: in this aspect, one 
of the concerns of the architect is how to assure to 
interaction between components? 

• Concerning the behavioral aspect: we interest in 
verifying the temporal properties of the architecture. 
The assurance of those properties validates the 
functionality of the architecture. 

• Concerning the deployment aspect: when deploying 
the component to the distributed environment, the 
difficult is to assure the execution of the components 
in the run-time. 

• Concerning the quality of service aspect: the most 
challenge problem is the integration of new quality 
of service tool to analyze the technical architecture. 
The approach is required to be open with new kind 
of analysis. 

 
MODERN, our modeling language for ODP’s 

Engineering viewpoint, addresses those problems above by 
introducing not only the concepts supporting the 
specification of the distributed concerns, but also provide 
powerful integrated analysis concepts.  

 
3. MODERN: the language for intergrated 
analysis of the engineering viewpoint 
3.1 Overview of the language 

The language provides basic concepts for specifying the 
Engineering viewpoint. Moreover, it provides extra-
concepts that support the integrated analysis criterion. 

The basic concept of our MODERN language is the 
component (class Component Type). It has the hierarchy 
structure and is composed of ports (class Port), which 
represent functionality of the component. In the distributed 
environment (class Distributed Environment), the 
component is deployed to an encapsulation unit called 
Capsule (class Capsule), which has component’s life cycle 
management mechanism thanks to its manager (class 
Capsule Manager). 
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Figure 1: the MODERN meta-model 
 

Besides the basics concepts, the MODERN 
language provides others concepts in order to archive 
the integrated analysis. Firstly, we use assembly 
contract notion helping semantics assembly. Secondly, 
we provide component’s life cycle management to 
address the deployment analysis. Last but not least, the 
QoS property is used to integrate new non-functional 
quality which is the object for the quality analysis. 

 
3.2 Basic concepts 
3.2.1 Component 

Our architecture is specified with components. The 
concept of component used in this architecture is based 
on the following definition from Szyperski[29]: “A 
software component is a unit of composition with 
contractually specified interfaces and explicit context 
dependencies only. A software component can be 
deployed independently and is subject to composition 
by third parties."  

The elements needed to describe our component 
model and the relations between them are taken into 
account in the MODERN’s meta-model represented in 
Figure 1. 

Our approach handles component as component 
type. Components may have attributes that represent 

their state. Moreover, they are described by provided 
and required interfaces. A component communicates 
with other components through its interfaces. In our 
model, an interface is represented by a port that is 
associated with a single service. A service is specified 
by its signature, which is composed of a name and of 
ingoing and outgoing parameters. 

 
3.2.2 Components Assembly 

The model does not include explicit connectors 
between components. Nonetheless, if an architect 
needs one, he can model it in a component. 
Communications between components or more 
precisely between their ports are specified by an 
assembly link. The semantics of a link corresponds to a 
synchronous call from the required port to the 
provided port. The choice regarding a port structure 
involves that a required port can only be bound to a 
provided port whereas a provided port can be bound to 
several required ports. 

 
3.2.3 Components Composition 

In order to build a complex architecture, we use 
composite components. They are differentiated from 
primitive components because they contain 



 

subcomponents which may be primitive components 
and also composite components hence a recursive 
definition of a component. The ports of a composite 
component are called delegated ports. Indeed a call to 
a provided port of a composite component is 
forwarded to a provided port of one of its 
subcomponents. Moreover, a call from a required port 
of a composite component results from the forwarding 
of a call from a required port from one of its 
subcomponents. 

 
3.2.4 Component Distribution 

In the ODP’s Engineering viewpoint, the most 
important concern is the mechanisms supporting the 
distribution. Our language, as the result, uses the 
following concepts to model the deployment of the 
distributed architecture. 

 
Capsule 

In our model, we consider component type entity of 
deployment. When component types are deployed, we 
use the capsule concept to encapsulate those 
components. We manage those components with 
deployment policy where we specify the management 
of life cycle’s component. We apply the same politic 
for component in the same capsule. 

 
Node 

A node is one of the most important concepts in our 
meta-model. It is an abstract concept that represents an 
addressable machine in the reality. The node describes 
the place where the component types are deployed 
following the architect choice. The nodes interact 
between them via communication network. As we 
consider the node is a special case of the capsule, a 
capsule manager manages it. Moreover, it can contain 
other capsules. 

 
Channel 

A communication channel represents a 
communication way between two nodes in deployment 
environment. Between two nodes, there is only one 
channel. 

This concept is derived from ODP specification. 
We consider specify the links but not show how to 
make possible the binding like in ODP’s specification. 
As opposed to channel concept in ODP, ours does not 
take into account the binding because the 
communication and interaction problem have been 
considered in assembly model. 

 
Deployment environment 

The deployment environment composes of nodes 
and channels. It is where the application is deployed 
and execute. Normally, this environment is distributed. 

 
3.3 MODERN’s Integrated Analysis concepts 

In our approach, we determine three categories of 
the integrated analysis. The first category of integrated 
analysis concept contains the functionality contract 
concept supporting structural and behavioral analysis. 
The second category contains component management 
policy supporting deployment analysis. The last 
category contains concepts for modeling the quality of 
service properties and means to integrate them to the 
components. 

 
3.3.1 Functionality Contracts 

The conditions of validity of a component assembly 
are improved by associating an assembly contract 
composed of a pre-condition and a post-condition to 
each port. These conditions focus on the attributes of 
the component and on the parameters of the signature. 
Thus in addition to the verification of the signature 
compatibility between two linked ports, there is an 
analysis that checks respectively the compatibility of 
the pre-condition and pos-condition of a port with the 
precondition and post-condition of the linked port. 
Furthermore, behavioral contracts are added to the 
components. These contracts describe the expected 
behavior of a component and are used to generate the 
behavior of the components assembly. An appropriate 
tool has been developed to check some properties on it. 

 
3.3.2 Component Management Policy 
Capsule Manager 

The components deployed in the distributed 
environment are controlled by the capsule manager. In 
fact, the policy which manages the component’s life 
cycle can modify the level of quality of the application.  
For example, the passivation of the instances of 
component during it does not have there a request of 
these customers can make the resources available for 
other components.  Another example is the 
instantiation of new instance of component or the 
reactivation of the existing instances for requests these 
of the customers.   

Then we find that it is necessary to specify the 
management of life cycle of the components deployed 
in the environment of reception.  This specification 
enables us to check the policy of management of 
components which influences the level of quality of 
the application. 
 
Component’s Life Cycle Management Policy 



 

For a component type deployed in a capsule, we 
specify following information for managing the 
component’s life cycle:    

• the maximum number of instances of the 
component type which the capsule manager can 
instantiate.  

• the maximum number of simultaneous requests 
treated by the component. 

• the policy specification of the component’s life 
cycle.  This specification must make it possible 
to specify activation, passivation, and the 
termination of the cycle of life of the instances 
of component.  

 
3.3.3 Quality of Service Property 

We define the concepts for analysis the quality 
properties. Three concepts have been proposed: the 
QoSProperty (QoSProperty), the analysis parameters 
(QoSDimension) and its values (QoSValue) associated 
with component descriptions.  
 
QoS Property 

The QoS property represent the quality property 
which one want to analyze. 
QoS Dimension  

In order to analyze a quality property, we need to 
have analysis parameters concerned with this property. 
For example, to analyze the performance property, we 
need to provide the arrival rate and the service rate of 
the service center. Other parameters include the 
number of server and the server capacity. 
QoS Value 

QoSValue represent the value in a given time of the 
QoS Dimension. For example, the dimension service 
rate has the value of 1000 messages/second. 

 
4. Case study 

In the following section, we illustrate how to use 
the MODERN language to model technical concerns in 
Engineering viewpoint. We will show how integrated 
analysis is supported by our MODERN language. The 
language supports integrated analysis. Those analyses 
are composed of the structural aspect analysis, the 
behavioral aspect analysis, the deployment and the 
quality of service analysis.  

The most significant example verified by our 
verification is an existing application from the 
industrial case [30]. The following figure gives an idea 
of the complexity of the architecture. Required and 
provided ports are symbolized respectively by - and +. 
The example represents the use of a generic coupler of 
scientific code[30]. This coupler is used to study the 
interactions between codes of different domains in 

physics. It manages the exchange of values between 
the codes. The assembly model is described 
graphically in the figure 4. Two scientific code 
components Tree and Support communicate between 
them via the coupler. We need also to analyze globally 
the qualities properties of the system. 
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Figure 2: the Coupler application – the assembly 

view 
The following specification using MODERN 

describes partly the component Tree. It has three ports: 
two provided port and one required port. In the 
specification of the Position port, we describe the 
assembly contract with the pre and post description. In 
the pre condition of the contract, we specify that the 
position of x must be superior of 0 and inferior of 100 
and the position of y must be in the range of 0 and 100 
also. 
<Component_Type Component_Name="Tree"> 
   <Attribute attribute_name="att_position_x" type="float"/> 
   <Attribute attribute_name="att_position_y" type="float"/> 
    
… 
 
 <Provided_Port port_name="Position"> 
   <Signature name="void Position(OUT float position_arbre_x, 
OUT float position_arbre_y)"/> 
   <Assembly_Contract> 
      <Pre 
expression="position_x<=100&&position_x>0&&position_y>0&&position_y<=100"/
> 
     <Post 
expression="position_arbre_x==position_x&&position_arbre_y==position_y"/> 
   </Assembly_Contract>  
 </Provided_Port> 
…… 
</Component_Type> 
 

Figure 3: the Position provided port specification 
The links between the components are specified in 

the figure 4. We show that the Tree component 
requires the Force port of the Coupler component for 
its execution whereas the Coupler requires the Speed 
and the Position port. 
<Assembly_Link> 
        <Required_Port Component_Name="Tree" Port_Name="Force"/> 
        <Provided_Port Component_Name="Coupler" Port_Name="Force"/>        
   </Assembly_Link> 
<Assembly_Link> 
        <Required_Port Component_Name="Coupler" Port_Name="Speed"/> 
 <Provided_Port Component_Name="Tree" Port_Name="Speed"/> 
</Assembly_Link> 
<Assembly_Link> 
  <Required_Port Component_Name="Coupler" Port_Name="Position"/> 
   <Provided_Port Component_Name="Tree" Port_Name="Position"/> 
</Assembly_Link> 



 

Figure 4: the assembly links between the 
components 
 

The figure 5 shows the graphic representation of the 
application in the distributed environment. The Tree 
component is deployed into the node NodeA, the 
Support component into the node NodeB and the 
Coupler into the node NodeC. 
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Figure 5: the Coupler application - the quality of 

service analysis view 
 

As we interest in the performance quality analysis, 
the following section describes the analysis 
information for the performance quality. Using 
MODERN, we describe this quality by four 
parameters:  

• The customer service time distribution 
(Service) 

• The customer inter-arrival time distribution 
(Arrival_Rate) 

• The number of independent component 
instances (Max_Instances) 

• The queue capacity (Max_Connections) 
 
The figure 6 describes the technical architecture 

containing three nodes A, B and C. In the node A, the 
component Tree is specified with the following 
performance parameters: the service rate equals to 
500msg/second; the arrival rate equals to 
100msg/second). The component Support is deployed 
in the node B with the following performance 
parameters: the service rate equals to 1000msg/second; 
the arrival rate equals to 200msg/seconde). The 
component Coupler is deployed in the C with the 
service rate equals to 5000msg/second and the arrival 
rate equals to 500msg/seconde). 
<Node NodeName= "NodeA"> 
  <Capsule CapsuleName= "CapsuleTree"> 
     <Contains_Component Component_Name="Tree"> 
 <QoSProperty QoSProperty_Name="Performance"> 
           <QoSDimension Dimension_Name="Service_Rate" Value="500"/> 
           <QoSDimension Dimension_Name="Arrival_Rate" Value="100"/> 
        </QoSProperty> 
     <Contains_Component/> 
     <CapsuleManager Manager_Name="Tree_Manager"> 
        <Policy> 
      <MaxInstances Component_Name="Tree" Value="3"/> 
      <MaxConnections Component_Name="Tree" Value="5"/> 
        </Policy> 
     </CapsuleManager> 
   </Capsule> 

</Node> 
<Node NodeName= "NodeB"> 
  <Capsule CapsuleName= "CapsuleSupport"> 
     <Contains_Component Component_Name="Support"> 
 <QoSProperty QoSProperty_Name="Performance"> 
           <QoSDimension Dimension_Name="Service_Rate" Value="1000"/> 
           <QoSDimension Dimension_Name="Arrival_Rate" Value="200"/> 
        </QoSProperty> 
     <Contains_Component/> 
     <CapsuleManager Manager_Name="Support_Manager"> 
        <Policy> 
      <MaxInstances Component_Name="Support" Value="2"/> 
      <MaxConnections Component_Name="Support" Value="2"/> 
        </Policy> 
     </CapsuleManager> 
   </Capsule> 
</Node> 
<Node NodeName= "NodeC"> 
  <Capsule CapsuleName= "CapsuleCoupler"> 
     <Contains_Component Component_Name="Coupler"> 
 <QoSProperty QoSProperty_Name="Performance"> 
           <QoSDimension Dimension_Name="Service_Rate" Value="5000"/> 
           <QoSDimension Dimension_Name="Arrival_Rate" Value="500"/> 
        </QoSProperty> 
     <Contains_Component/> 
     <CapsuleManager Manager_Name="Coupler_Manager"> 
        <Policy> 
      <MaxInstances Component_Name="Coupler" Value="3"/> 
      <MaxConnections Component_Name="Coupler" Value="7"/> 
        </Policy> 
     </CapsuleManager> 
   </Capsule> 
</Node> 
<Channel Channel_Name="ChannelAB"/> 
<Channel Channel_Name="ChannelBC"/> 
<Channel Channel_Name="ChannelAC"/> 
<Distributed_Environement> 
 <Connects_To Node_Name=”NodeA” Node_Name=”NodeB” Channel= 
“ChannelAB”/> 
  <Connects_To Node_Name=”NodeB” Node_Name=”NodeC” Channel= “ChannelBC”/> 
  <Connects_To Node_Name=”NodeC” Node_Name=”NodeA” Channel= “ChannelCA”/> 
 
</Distributed_Environement> 

Figure 6: Engineering specification 
 
Behavioral analysis 
In order to analyze on the behavior of a component 

model, we transform the behavioral elements into FSP 
(Finite State Process)[25] processes. We operate this 
translation first by generating a behavior formed of the 
behaviors of the composition and assembly links and 
the dependences and then by making a composition of 
it with the synchronizations. 

The analysis uses a verification tool for concurrent 
systems, named LTSA (Labelled Transition System 
Analyser) [26], which supports FSP and a LTL (Linear 
Temporal Logic) checker to check safety and liveness 
properties such as deadlocks or absence of 
reachability. 

 
Deployment analysis 
The deployment analysis contains two tests: the 

validity of the deployment and the component’s life 
cycle management analysis. The first analysis ensures 
that the components, which are assembled on the 
assembly, can communicate between them after the 
deployment process using mechanism provided by the 
environment. The second analysis verifies the 
execution correctness of the component in the run-
time. 

We define this validity a correspondence between 
technical architecture to be deployed and the 
distributed environment.  As we explain above, we 
must ensure the correspondence between components 
to be deployed and the distributed environment.   

 
Quality of service Analysis 



 

In order to analyze the performance, we transfer the 
description of performance quality to queuing network 
model. The following section describes the results 
obtained from the analysis phase. In fact, the result is 
obtained by using the MCQueue tool. 
 
5. Related work 

In the following section, we discuss approaches in 
modeling the architecture of systems and its analysis 
methods.  

 
5.1 ODP’s related work 

There are some efforts to define the language of 
specification from the Enterprise viewpoint with the 
UML [3]. In this proposal, it describes the concepts in 
the viewpoint of Enterprise like the policy, the roles, 
the community.  In other work [4], OCL is used to 
describe the obligations of objects of company. 
Romero et al.[5] proposes the use of Maude, a logical 
language of achievable rewriting (executable rewriting 
logic), to specify the Computation viewpoint.  The 
rewriting logic is the logic of change which can work 
with the state and calculations non-determinist.  Maude 
is used to specify the concepts from the Computational 
viewpoint like the object, the interface, the behavior, 
the constrained ones of environment.[6] This work 
aims at formalizing the Computational viewpoint of by 
proposing the concept action template and the causality 
control.   

In spite of the interesting proposals, we find that 
these approaches are limited to the languages for the 
Enterprise viewpoint of and the Computational 
viewpoint.  Other viewpoint such as that Engineering 
is not treated for this moment.  

 
5.2 Architecture Description Languages 

Specifying software architecture requires an 
architectural language to define all static and dynamic 
aspects of architecture. These languages define the 
formalism in terms of component, connector, and 
configuration. 

This clear separation between components, 
connectors and configuration is a basic concept shared 
by all ADLs. However, despite a large popularity 
among the research community, no ADLs have yet 
reached common practice in companies. However, 
several ADLs have been introduced like ACME, 
ArchJava, Aesop, C2, Darwin, Meta-H, Olan, Rapide, 
SADL, UniCon, Weaves, Wright, or xADL.  
Medvidovic and Taylor [7] provide a general 
framework to classify and compare them. 

One of the advantages of ADLs is the way the 
associate with formal techniques. Traditionally, those 

methods are considered difficult to apply in company 
environment. They do not provide enough notions and 
tools to associate with the architecture notion. Besides, 
there is a lack of methodology and software tools. To 
overcome this drawback, some ADLs language use 
formal method as tool for analyzing properties. Wright 
use CSP for analyzing behavioral properties such as 
deadlock. Darwin use pi-calculus and later use FSP to 
analyze the liveness and safety property.   

 
5.3 Quality of service analysis 

In [11], Issarny and al, interest in dependability 
analysis from architectural viewpoint. Their work is 
based on work in ABAS[12] for dependability system. 
This work is closed to our problem. However, as there 
is no separation between functional and distribution 
concern, it is more difficult to determine where the 
faults come from. The functional architecture uses the 
connector which differentiates from our approach 
which considers it is only a specific component. 
Moreover, the approach does not provide iterating 
steps to construct technical architecture as ours. 

Other quality analysis method such as queuing 
network for performance analysis [13,14,15,16,17] or 
block diagram[18,19] for reliability analysis provide 
efficient means to analyze qualities. Those approaches 
need to be integrated into architectural level to 
facilitate the design and analysis of those non-
functional qualities.Some efforts have been made in 
the field such as the integration of performance 
technique with the ADL [20,21]. However, those 
approaches treat only one aspect and only one non-
functional quality.  

 
6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present our new language 
MODERN to specify the Engineering viewpoint of 
RM-ODP systems. The language provides a high 
effective manner to satisfy the quality properties of 
distributed software architecture.  

The language has a number of original points: 
• It provides rich concepts for specifying 

Engineering viewpoints of distributed system. 
Those concepts, which conform to RM-ODP 
standard, help to model the different concerns 
such as the functionality and the deployment of 
the system. 

• It supports the global approach for analyzing 
quality properties. Those qualities contain the 
functionality properties (structural and 
behavioral properties of components 
assembly), the deployment correctness and the 
quality of service property. 



 

• It is provided with a modeling and analyses 
environment. Number of properties can be 
validated thanks to our integrated environment. 

 
In our further work, we are studying a new 

methodology for automatic transformation from the 
Computational viewpoint. We are working on the new 
transformation language that uses the architectural 
figure concept [22, 23, 24] to generate the Engineering 
viewpoint from a computational viewpoint 
specification. 
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